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PG Calculator Keygen Full Version PC/Windows

If you want a easy calculator that can replace your standard calculator application on your desktop, PG Calculator is what you
are looking for. This scientific calculator is a great option for the college student, the scientist, engineer or computer
programmer. PG Calculator will look like real calculator on your desktop. It supports Windows 8, 7, Vista, XP, 2000, NT, Me
and 95. This calculator has a complex user interface which allows the following functions: ￭ Algebraic mode (works with real
and complex numbers) ￭ RPN mode (works with real and complex numbers, and more) ￭ Pairs mode (works with real and
complex numbers) ￭ Vectors mode (works with vectors and vectors with values) ￭ Convert/test mode (works with real
numbers) PG Calculator Features ￭ Supports Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME and 95 ￭ Works with real and complex numbers ￭
Works with real and complex numbers with up to 120 recognized units of measure ￭ Works with real and complex numbers in
algebraic and rpn mode ￭ Works with real and complex numbers in pairs mode ￭ Works with real and complex numbers in
vectors mode ￭ Works with real and complex numbers in convert/test mode ￭ Works with complex numbers in polar and
rectangular complex forms ￭ Supports round to desired precision ￭ Supports complex numbers (doubles and complex) ￭
Supports scientific notation (digits from the previous symbol are calculated automatically) ￭ Supports multiple functions at once
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and square root) ￭ Supports scientific notation (digits from the previous symbol
are calculated automatically) ￭ Supports trigonometric functions sin, cos, tan, arctan, cot, csc and arcsin ￭ Supports vector
manipulation (addition, substraction, multiplication and division) ￭ Supports vectors (addition, substraction, multiplication,
division, adding one vector to another vector and substracting one vector from another vector) ￭ Supports trigonometric
functions sin, cos, tan, arctan, cot, csc and arcsin ￭ Supports complex numbers (doubles and complex) ￭ Supports polar and
rectangular complex numbers (using current or previous result) ￭

What's New In?

￭ Supports binary, hex, oct, exponential and radix ￭ New support for inputing from keyboard in decimal, binary, octal and
hexadecimal ￭ Now you can input & output data in PG Calculator in binary, octal, hex and exponential formats ￭ Basic
mathematical operators & trigonometric functions: +, -, *, /, % ￭ Simplified calculation & its mode for default calculator ￭
Simplified set of functions and possibilities What's New in PG Calculator: ￭ Supports binary, hex, oct, exponential and radix ￭
New support for inputing from keyboard in decimal, binary, octal and hexadecimal ￭ Now you can input & output data in PG
Calculator in binary, octal, hex and exponential formats ￭ Basic mathematical operators & trigonometric functions: +, -, *, /, %
￭ Simplified calculation & its mode for default calculator ￭ Simplified set of functions and possibilities In addition to
programming features, PG Calculator has handy graphic user interface (GUI) allowing to make configuration changes without
recompiling a program. You can change font, titlebar or menu color using "Theme" settings dialog. If your system supports
skins you can use many different skins. You can configure shortcut keys using "Key settings" dialog. Of course, you can change
key definition via Settings. There are lots of possibilities and functions for configuration changes. You may also write your own
functions. Main Program features: - Supports input from keyboard in binary, octal, hexadecimal and exponential formats - Basic
mathematical operators (+, -, *, /, %) - Common trigonometric functions (sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, cot, csc, sec, csc, csc,
sec, csc) - Multiplication and division - Powers, roots and logarithms - Set of pre-defined and user defined variables - Sequential
input - Reverse input - General notations for vector functions - Simplified calculation and mode for default calculator - Lots of
possibilities for configuration changes - Works with floating and integer numbers - Works with real and complex numbers -
Supports multiple skins - Supports modules for smooth scrolling and highlighting elements PG Calculator is a useful and easy
calculator for engineers,
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System Requirements For PG Calculator:

PC: Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 2GB RAM 20 GB Hard Disk Windows XP, Vista or 7 1024 x 768 display Mac OS X
MacBook Pro or MacBook Pro with Intel Core 2 Duo Processor 1 GB RAM 10 GB Hard Disk Mac OS X 10.6.x or later 800 x
600 display Linux Intel Pentium 4 Processor Ubuntu 9.04 1024 x 768
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